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Overview

1.1 State-of-the-art and goals
The realization of a sub-mm active volume OPM has both applied and fundamental interest. Reducing
the volume of high-sensitivity atomic sensors is a technological challenge for numerous applications in
space science and navigation as well as in biomedical diagnostics. A comprehensive review on chip-scale
atomic sensors has been recently reported [1], describing how most solutions still make use of mm-size
active volumes, combined in more compact devices through anodic bonding with silicon wafers or
integrated on the top of photonic waveguides to interact with their evanescent field. Further size
reduction and flexibility can significantly improve the spatial resolution of high-sensitivity OPMs in
applications like MEG and MCG as well as in the study of materials/solid-state magnetic fields. In Figure
1 we report a review of magnetic sensors with state-of-the-art sensitivity and their characteristic length.
The objective of the described WP4 (Miniature optically-pumped magnetometers) is twofold. The first
one is to reduce the size of OPMs down to sub-mm interaction length to perform magnetic microscopy
with sub-mm spatial resolution, as depicted in Figure 2. The cavity microcells introduced here will
compete with NV-centers based sensors, which usually achieve much better spatial resolution, below
1 µm, but show sensitivity in the pico-Tesla level only. The second objective is to quantum-enhance the
micro-OPM sensitivity below what is classically achievable. In fact, atomic sensors with sub-mm active
volumes will show higher ASN which is expected to be the dominant noise contribution over technical
noise sources. To keep the sensitivity high, multi-pass [2] or cavity geometries [3] will be necessary to
enhance the optical depth of atomic vapours enclosed in microcells. The combination of sub-mm active
volume with cavity-enhanced optical depth will make this device a unique platform to study spin
squeezing and QND measurements for quantum-enhanced miniaturized OPMs. In this deliverable we
describe the design optimization and the strategy towards the development of cavity microcells. This
work has recently resulted in the filing of an EP patent P0118EP00.

Figure 1: State-of-the-art sensors.
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Figure 2: Pictorial application of cavity-enhanced micro-optical OPMs to magnetic microscopy. The
magnetic characterization of a sample, placed on the top of the cavity microcell, can be obtained by
probing a single cavity with measurement in reflection, while performing conventional microscopy at the
same site. A scan of the system consisting of microcell and sample would allow one to probe multiple
cavities for a full 2D magnetic microscopy characterization of samples at sub-mm scale.

1.2 Multi-pass and cavity-enhanced OPM
Recent SOA sensitive scalar OPMs use multi-pass geometries to increase the interaction length by 2
orders of magnitude, reaching sub-fT sensitivity [2], quantum-noise-limited operation in Earth’s field [4]
and applications in MEG and MCG in unshielded environment [5]. These SOA sensors are based on
enhancement of dispersive Faraday rotation thanks to the increased optical depth for an off-resonant
probe. The fabrication process consists of active alignment and anodic bonding between mirrors and
Pyrex glass with mm to cm active volume. These hybrid cells are fitted with a filling tube, through which
they are evacuated and filled with Rb and N2 with conventional glassblowing techniques. The filling tube,
i.e., the cell stem, is finally sealed by heating. In configurations with cylindrical or spherical mirrors [2]
[6], the probe beam is focused into a 100 μm hole through one mirror, then it expands within the
interaction area and exit after multiple reflections, through the same hole. In geometries with planar
mirrors [5], these are cut and relatively shifted to allow a beam with near-zero input angle to undergo
multiple reflections and leave the cell. Multi-pass geometries have several advantages like deterministic
number of passes and optical length, high input/output power ratio and the possibility of combining an
interaction region where the beams expand and overlap with a different one where they are wellseparated, in contrast to typical standing wave cavities. The latter feature has been recently used in a
direct gradiometer with a single multi-pass cell [7] and allows the atoms to interact with a wide beam
region excluding strongly focused areas, that would induce decoherence due to atomic diffusion [8],
limiting the possibility of quantum enhancement by spin squeezing.
However, the fabrication techniques of multi-pass cells become increasingly difficult when the active
volume is reduced to sub-mm dimensions. The implementation of technologically available micro-optics
and micro-cavities is an attractive and promising solution. To date, cavity-enhanced atomic sensing
techniques have been applied to non-magnetic transitions in atomic systems [9], of interest for atomic
clocks, and in an amplitude-modulated nonlinear optical rotation (AMOR) magnetometer [3]. The latter
is an absorptive measurement where, due to optically-induced atomic alignment, in the presence of a
magnetic field the atomic medium works like a rotating polarizer causing a rotation in a linearly polarized
probe. Our new approach in D4.4 is to cavity-enhance a dispersive Faraday rotation in the presence of
high degree of atomic orientation, similarly to SOA multi-pass sensors, but considering a sub-mm active
volume OPM. Cavity-enhancement of dispersive linear Faraday effect [10], for a unpolarized ensemble,
has been recently reported within the macQsimal consortium.
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Cavity microcell working principle and measurement schemes

In Figure 3 we show the general scheme of a cavity microcell. The full cavity microcell length is L=L1+L2+L3.
The first glass substrate can have thickness L1 ranging between 100 µm and few mm, depending on the
desired cavity free spectral range 𝚫𝝂𝑭𝑺𝑹 = 𝒄/𝟐𝑳. The middle silicon wafer has sub-mm thickness L2, e.g.,
100 or 200 µm, to enable sub-mm interaction length and spatial resolution. The second glass substrate
also has sub-mm thickness L2, e.g., 200 µm, allowing for sub-mm stand-off distance from a sample. Here
we briefly explain the physics of the cavity-enhanced magnetometry for a single probe beam interacting
with the cavity microcell after optical pumping.

Figure 3: Cavity microcell sketch and dimensions.
The input probe field Ein can be linearly polarized for detection in transmission (Section 2.1) or circularly
polarized with σ+ or σ- polarization (Section 2.2) for detection in reflection, while ET (ER) is the transmitted
(reflected) electric field. The probe beam diameter D is twice the waist radius at the center of the atomic
interaction length L2 (the thin silicon wafer thickness). The optical cavity for the probe is generated by
optical coating the outer surfaces of the glass substrates with reflectance R1 (T1=1-R1) and R2 (T2=1-R2),
respectively (we consider a reflectance RG (Tg=1-Rg) for the inner surfaces).
In Section 4 we describe in detailed designs and fabrication steps of cavity microcells. Here we anticipate
that the microcells can have multiple sensing chambers, as shown in Figure 4, to perform differential
measurements between different confining chambers, i.e., in a magnetic gradiometer operation mode.

Figure 4: Cavity microcell with reservoir and multiple sensing round chambers.
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As described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, in our methods pump and probe are collinear and pulsed optical
pumping (Bell-Bloom like) generates high atomic polarization Pz = 2〈Sz 〉, where 〈Sz 〉 is the averaged
electron spin component along the pump/probe direction z, transverse with respect to the magnetic field
⃗ to be measured, which points in the x direction. Pump and probe are meant to work at different
B
frequencies, e.g., the pump on resonance with the D1 line (795 nm) and the probe far-detuned, Δ >
10 GHz, from the D2 line (780 nm). After the pump laser is switched off, atomic spins freely precess in
the transverse x-y plane at the Larmor frequency ωL = γBx before relaxation, so that Pz (t) =
−

t

Pz (0) cos(ωL t) e T2 , where γ is the alkali gyromagnetic ratio and T2 is the transverse relaxation time. The
magnetic field magnitude is obtained from a highly sensitive measurement of the Larmor frequency, since
the gyromagnetic ratio is known. The presence of the atomic ensemble as well as the atomic polarization
evolution modify the interaction length, hence the total cavity microcell optical path length, by
𝐋𝟐 → 𝐧± 𝐋𝟐 where n+ and n- are the indexes of refraction for σ+ and σ- circular polarization respectively.
These are given, as a function of probe linear frequency ν and time, by:
nre c2 fosc
D(ν)
4ν

Eq. 1a

Pz (t)
nr c2 f
) × e 4ν osc D(ν)
2

Eq. 1b

Pz (t)
2

n+ (ν, t) = 1 + (

n− (ν, t) = 1 + (1 −

+ 1) ×

where n is the atomic number density, re is the electron radius, c is the speed of light, fosc is the oscillation
Γ
strength of the rubidium D2 line and D(ν) = (ν − ν0 )/ [(ν − ν0 )2 + ( )2 ] is a dispersion profile centered
2

at the ν0 atomic resonance, e.g. the central D2 line, with buffer gas pressure broadened linewidth Γ.

2.1 Measurement scheme in transmission (Faraday rotation)
In the detection in transmission method the probe is linearly polarized and locked on resonance with
the cavity microcell at frequency νcav , but far detuned from atomic resonance, Δ = νcav − ν0 ≫ 10 GHz.
After propagation through the atomic interaction length L2, the input electric field Ein becomes Eout = Ein
(cos(ϕ) x̂ − sin(ϕ) ŷ) undergoing paramagnetic Faraday rotation ϕ(t) = ϕ0 sin(ωL t) e
maximum rotation amplitude is:

−

t
T2
,

where the

nre fosc
Eq. 2
G(ℱ)L2 Px
2Δ
Here we introduce G(ℱ) > 1 as the cavity-enhanced gain due to the optical cavity with finesse ℱ, in
contrast with the single-pass scenario where G(ℱ) = 1.
ϕ0 =

In Figure 5 we show the measurement scheme for an optically-pumped magnetic gradiometer in
transmission. Pump and Probe lasers are fiber coupled and collimated in a collinear operation mode.
Alternatively to fiber coupling, the two lasers can propagate in free space and be aligned in the same
mode through a dichroic mirror. Collinear pump and probe beams propagate along the z axis, transverse
with respect to the magnetic field to be measured in the x direction and to the long side of the cavity
microcell. The cavity microcell is heated to increase the atomic density in the device to the desired value
and the temperature is stabilized using a sensor-feedback system, e.g., a thermocouple and a PID circuit.
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Figure 5: Optically-pumped magnetic gradiometer with a cavity microcell in transmission.
In the transmission measurement scheme a linear polarizer purifies the input polarization before a multiorder waveplate linearly polarize the probe (e.g., 780 nm) and circularly polarize the pump beam (e.g.,
795 nm). In a gradiometer mode a beam splitter and a reflective mirror separate the single mode in two
parallel beams, giving effectively two copies of the same optical system. This can be repeated providing
multiple parallel beams for higher order gradiometer mode. Alternatively, one can use a single beam and
multi-element photodiode, e.g., a quadrant photodiode with four active areas, or an array of
photodiodes. From now on we describe the simple option with two parallel beams, top and bottom with
respect to the y-direction, each comprising collinear pump and probe. The pulsed pump beam can last
from few microseconds to milliseconds, depending on available power, impinges on the atomic ensemble
in the microcell and its residual is absorbed by interference filters that, on the other hand, transmit probe
light. Top/Bottom probe beams propagate through the cavity microcell undergoing cavity-enhanced
Faraday rotation, which is detected by conventional balanced polarimeters. Each one consists of a halfwave plate polarizing beam splitter and two photodiodes. The signals are subtracted and amplified in
each polarimeter by a differential transimpedance amplifier TIA. The outputs, the two gradiometer
channels, are fed into a data acquisition card (DAQ) or to frequency counters where a final differential
measurement is performed. The signal is processed with suitable software and electronics to obtain
Larmor frequency, magnetic field value and noise floor for each channel as well as magnetic field gradient
with sub-mm spatial resolution and a baseline given by the distance between the two beams. The
magnetic noise floor is obtained in the frequency domain by repeating the same pump-probe
measurement sequence, driven at a frequency set by the pulse generator. One photodiode, e. g. is used
for continuously lock the probe laser frequency to the cavity length, via a PDH feedback circuit. The probe
is modulated, e.g., by an electro optical modulator (EOM), with a driving oscillator so that the photodiode
output is mixed with the main oscillator using a low-pass filter, a mixer and a phase shifter to give an
error signal centred around the cavity microcell resonance. A servo, e.g., PID controller, provides
feedback to the probe laser current in order to keep the laser frequency locked to the cavity resonance
frequency, which is far-detuned from the atomic resonance, Δ > 10 GHz, to avoid probe absorption. An
additional servo system can work as secondary feedback to a system, e.g., piezo-electric transducer or
additional thin film heater, for fine cavity tuning.
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2.1.1 Simulated signals with Faraday rotation
In Figure 6 we show exemplary transmitted intensity (left) and cavity-enhanced Faraday rotation (right)
for one optically-pumped magnetic gradiometer channel. In the first graph, the probe frequency is
scanned around cavity resonance (dashed red), far-detuned from atomic resonance (Δ = 95 GHz). This
signal is used to generate the PDH to lock the laser frequency on resonance. The microcavity-enhanced
Faraday rotation signal in transmission is shown in the second graph. In particular, we simulate two cavity
conditions with second glass substrate reflectance R2=99% and first glass reflectance R1=90% (gold) and
R1=97% (blue), giving a cavity finesse of about 50 and 150, respectively. In the second case the gain in
Faraday rotation is also higher, giving two orders of magnitude signal improvement (blue), with respect
to a single pass (green) through L2 = 200 µm. The reflectance of the substrates can vary in different
embodiments, to optimize the trade-off between high-finesse and residual probe beam absorption. In
the inset of Figure 6 (right) we plot the same Faraday rotation signals over 0.5 m to show clear
polarization oscillations at the Larmor frequency ωL = γBx. The differential measurement between the
two channels in a frequency counter provides the magnetic gradiometer signal.

Figure 6: (Left) Transmitted intensity versus laser frequency. (Right) Faraday rotation FID signal for
different cavity finesse.

2.2 Measurement in reflection (Pound-Drever-Hall)
While cavity-enhancement of Faraday rotation in transmission is promising for experimental realization
[10], there are some non-trivial aspects like degeneracy of cavity resonance for different linear
polarizations and interference with the reflected beam that justify the study of different approaches.
Here we propose a solution based on Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) laser locking to a cavity in reflection [11]
with the same cavity surfaces and transmittances shown in Figure 3. In Figure 7 we show the proposed
setup. A 795 nm pulsed laser induces atomic polarization, not much affected by the cavity due to the
strong on-resonance absorption, and weak reflectivity of the cavity mirrors at this wavelength. A
circularly polarized 780 nm probe is used for Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) measurement and stabilization of
the laser frequency relative to the cavity resonance.
In Figure 8 we report an exemplary reflected intensity and microcavity-enhanced PDH error signal for one
gradiometer channel. The top/left figure shows the reflected intensity around a cavity resonance
frequency corresponding to far-detuning (Δ=95 GHz) from atomic resonance. This is used to generate the
PDH error signal shown in the bottom/left figure, with frequency sidebands due to the probe phase
modulation by an electro-optical modulator (EOM). The PDH locking technique is a well-established
metrology strategy to lock the laser frequency to a cavity resonance, by generating an asymmetric error
signal, with respect to the cavity condition [11].
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In the detection in reflection method the probe is circularly polarized and locked on resonance with the
cavity microcell at frequency νcav , again far detuned from atomic resonance, Δ = νcav − ν0 ≫ 10 GHz.
In this configuration, the atomic polarization induced displacement L2′ → n± (t)L2 is measured by
detecting the reflected intensity |ER |2 in a photodiode, whose signal is fed into a PDH frequency locking
system to generate an error signal. When the laser frequency is close to cavity resonance, the error signal
is proportional to the total cavity displacement ΔL = L2(n± − 1) as well as to the cavity gain:
ε = DG(ℱ)δνcav
where δνcav = ν′cav − νcav = −

ν′cav
ΔL
L

with

D=

8√Pc Ps
δν

Eq. 3

is the linear change in laser frequency following the cavity

displacement ΔL, D is the usual PDH slope, Pc and Ps are the powers of carrier and first order sideband
of the error signal, while δν is the cavity microcell linewidth. We note that the cavity has the effect to
enhance the error signal slope, as well as increasing carrier and sideband powers.

Figure 7: Optically-pumped magnetic gradiometer with a cavity microcell in reflection.
In Figure 7 we show the measurement scheme for an optically-pumped magnetic gradiometer in
reflection. Here a polarizer purifies the input linear polarization of both pump and probe beams. As in
the transmission method, in one possible gradiometer scheme a beam splitter and a reflective mirror
split the single mode in two beams. In both top and bottom beams a polarizing beam splitter and a
quarter waveplate circularly polarize both collinear pump and probe lasers. They can be collimated or
focused by a lens, depending on the desired beam radius at atomic interaction. A lens can also be
replaced by a system of lenses, i.e., a telescope, for fine beam shaping. In this method, the second glass
substrate has a reflectance close to 1, e.g., 99,99%. The reflected probe outputs are collected by
photodiodes PDa/PDb and fed into a PDH laser frequency locking system to generate an error signal for
each gradiometer channel. Such system is essentially the same described in the transmission method,
comprising: a probe modulator, e.g., an electro optical modulator (EOM), a driving oscillator, a mixer that
combines the photodiode output with the main oscillator, a low-pass filter, and a phase shifter. The error
signals are fed to a servo, e.g., PID controller, which provides a feedback, e.g., a dc voltage output, to the
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probe laser current to keep the laser frequency on resonance, following the cavity microcell
displacement Δ𝐿. As previously described, an additional servo system can give a secondary feedback to
a fine-tuning system applied to the cavity microcell.
The signal processing can occur at different stages, by directly processing the reflected intensity or from
the PDH error signals, where both show precession at the Larmor frequency and relaxation. The
gradiometer measurement and the common mode noise rejection occur via a transimpedance
differential amplifier that subtract the error signals from the two channels. Its output is then fed to DAQ
or frequency counter to process the magnetic gradiometer signal.

2.2.1 Simulated signals in reflection
In Figure 8 we report an exemplary reflected intensity and microcavity-enhanced PDH error signal for one
gradiometer channel. The top/left figure shows the reflected intensity around a cavity resonance
frequency corresponding to far-detuning (Δ = 95 GHz) from atomic resonance. This is used to generate
the PDH error signal shown in the bottom/left figure, with frequency sidebands due to the probe phase
modulation by an electro-optical modulator (EOM).

Figure 8: (Top/Left) Cavity-enhancement of atomic interaction by PDH detection in reflection. (Top/Right)
Reflected intensity as the atoms depolarize. (Bottom/Left) PDH error signal as the laser is phase
modulated. (Bottom/Right) Precession of the error signal offset during free induction decay.
The probe laser frequency is initially locked to the cavity with unpolarized atoms (dashed red). The optical
pumping induces a shift of the cavity resonance condition (dashed blue) with following free-inductiondecay back to the unpolarized resonance condition. As for transmission, we simulate two microcavityenhanced conditions with second glass substrate reflectance R2=99% and first glass reflectance R1=90%
(gold) and R1=97% (blue). In the top/right figure we show free-induction-decay of the reflected intensity
for the two conditions with an amplitude improvement for higher finesse. Alternatively, we can use the
precession of the error signal (bottom/right figure), which is proportional to the offset from cavity
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resonance, to perform the magnetic field measurement. Note that the cavity enhancement increases the
error signal slope and the decay time in the free-induction-decay of the error signal offset.

3

Parameter optimization in micro-optical OPMs

3.1 Transit time and optimal buffer gas pressure
Sub-mm atomic cells have been also proposed for realization of SI units, like time, on a chip. As shown in
Figure 9 (taken from [12]), in small dimensions cells and photonic structures the transit time broadening
of atoms across the laser beam increases drastically in absence of buffer gas. For applications where alkali
Doppler-free features need to be resolved, like atomic spectroscopy and atomic clocks, a beam size
between 10 μm and 1 mm is then favourable. However, evanescent field interrogation can be appropriate
for combining photonic structures with sensing of Doppler-broadened transitions. A hybrid approach that
expands the photonic waveguide mode to 50 μm for atomic interaction in a mm active volume cell has
been recently used for 780 nm laser frequency stabilization with a stability of 10-11 [13].

Figure 9: Transit time broadening at room temperature for vapour moving at 300 m/s. Figure from [12].
In OPMs, as well as in other atomic sensors, the transit time broadening is significantly reduced with the
addition of inert buffer gas. This is also beneficial, by collisional mixing of excited states, for generation
of high atomic polarization, optically-induced by depopulation pumping [14]. For sub-mm active volume,
the buffer gas pressure needs to be optimized, similarly to MEMS cells, to balance the relaxation from
the inner walls, inversely proportional to the N2 pressure, and relaxation due to collisions between
rubidium and buffer gas, proportional to its pressure.
The magnetic sensitivity of the cavity microcell, when used as an OPM, is proportional to the total
relaxation Γrel :
Γrel = R WD + R BG + R SE + R SD

Eq. 4

including spin-exchange R SE and spin-destruction R SD rates between Rb atoms and collisions with buffer
gas R BG. The first term due to relaxation rate with internal walls is particularly relevant in the cavity
microcell, for sub-mm active volume, and is given by:
π 2

2.405 2 D0
T
) ] η √273.15
r

R WD = [(L ) + (
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where η is the nitrogen number density in multiples of one amagat n0 , D0 is the diffusion constant at
273 K and 760 Torr (and thus 1 amg), while L and r are the cell length and beam waist (radius),
respectively. The other terms are given explicitly by:
R BG = n𝜎𝑅𝑏−𝑁2 𝑣̅𝑅𝑏−𝑁2

Eq. 6

R SE = 𝑞𝑆𝐸 𝑛𝜎𝑆𝐸 𝑣̅𝑅𝑏−𝑅𝑏

Eq. 7

R SD = 𝑛𝜎𝑆𝐷 𝑣̅𝑅𝑏−𝑅𝑏

Eq. 8

where n is the Rb number density, 𝑣̅𝑅𝑏−𝑁2 (𝑣̅𝑅𝑏−𝑅𝑏 ) is the Rb-N2 (Rb-Rb) relative thermal velocity, 𝑞𝑆𝐸 =
7/32 is a reduction factor of spin-exchange due to nuclear spin [14], 𝜎𝑅𝑏−𝑁2 = 1 × 10−22 cm2 , 𝜎𝑆𝐸 =
1.9 × 10−14 cm2 , 𝜎𝑆𝐷 = 1 × 10−17 cm2 are the Rb-N2, Rb-Rb spin-exchange and Rb-Rb spin-destruction
collisional cross-sections [14], respectively.

Figure 10: Relaxation rates vs buffer gas pressure.
As optimization example for the cavity microcell, in Figure 10 we show different contributions by wall
collisions (blue), N2-Rb spin-destruction (black), Rb-Rb spin-exchange (red) and total relaxation rate
(dashed-blue) for an interaction length L2=200 𝛍𝐦 and a beam diameter D=2r= 400 μm. In the presence
of spin-exchange collisions, at a temperature of T=120°C, a plateau starts at about 10 bar with a minimum
relaxation rate of about 1.2 kHz, at about 17 bar. For operation near-zero magnetic field, in the spinexchange-relaxation-free (SERF) regime, the contribution from spin-exchange collisions is negligible and
the cavity microcell can be used at higher temperatures, e.g., giving lower intrinsic relaxation rate. The
cavity microcell can be used both in SERF and total field magnetometer mode and the optimal buffer gas
pressure ranges from few bar (L2 = 1 mm) up to 20 bar (L2 =100 µm). All intermediate cases are covered
by this design and fabrication technique.
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Here we are not limiting the strategy to the SERF operation mode, since total field gradiometers based
on the subtraction of FID signals from two atomic interaction regions can give comparable sensitivity in
detecting biological signals with the great advantage of working in unshielded environment [5].
Furthermore, FID signals are suitable for continuous QND and BAE measurements when atomic spins
freely precess in the transverse plane, along the probe propagation direction [15, 16].

3.2 Fundamental sensitivity
For N spin-1/2 atoms with coherence time 𝑇2 = 1/Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙 , the fundamental sensitivity is limited by the ASN
and, after a time of measurement much longer than coherence time 𝑡 ≫ 𝑇2 is given by [2]:
1 2𝑒
𝛿𝐵 = √
𝛾 𝑁𝑇2 𝑡

Eq. 9

where 2𝜋/ 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio in units of T/Hz.

Figure 11: Projection-noise-limited sensitivity for a sub-mm interaction length of 100, 200 and 500 μm.
Since the total number of atoms N = nV is linear in each number density n and volume V, we can define
the fundamental magnetic sensitivity per unit of volume in units of Tcm3/2/√Hz:
103 2𝑒 Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙
√
𝛿𝐵𝑛 =
.
𝛾
𝑛𝑡

Eq. 10

With the optimal relaxation rate of Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙 = (2𝜋) x 1.2 kHz, obtained in the previous section at T=120°C, in
the presence of high buffer gas pressure and spin-exchange collisions, by using Eq. 10, we calculate that
a sensor with sub-mm active volume of V= 𝜋𝑟 2 𝐿 = 𝜋 (200 𝜇𝑚)3 would have a fundamental sensitivity
of 130 fT/√Hz and a volume-adjusted sensitivity of sub- fTcm3/2/√Hz, as shown in Figure 12, where we
report Eq. 22 as function of temperature in °C . This optimal volume-adjusted sensitivity is comparable
with state-of-the-art (SOA) sensitivity per unit of volume, obtained in a sub-femtotesla scalar
magnetometer with two multi-pass cells with volume of 0.3 cm3 each [2]. Then, while the absolute
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sensitivity may limit the magnitude of magnetic field that could be detected, a sub-mm active volume
OPM could have a fundamental ASN in the pico-tesla regime, which is attractive for quantum
enhancement by QND and BAE measurements.

Figure 12: Optimal volume-adjusted projection-noise-limited sensitivity for a sub-mm active volume V =
𝜋 (200 𝜇𝑚)3 versus temperature.

3.3 Pressure-induced glass bending
Since the buffer gas pressure that minimizes the full relaxation rate, as discussed in section 3.1, is about
10 bar or higher, it is important to estimate the magnitude of pressure induced glass bending due to the
difference between external atmospheric pressure and the one inside the cavity microcells. In order to
calculate this bending, we follow the classical theory of plates and shells [17]. Since we use Borofloat
glass substrates with sub-mm thickness, we consider the approximation of a thin circular plate with
supported edges, shown in Figure 13 (b). The bending depends on the distance r from the plate’s centre,
the thickness t, the total cross section a (radius for a circular plate) and the difference of pressure Δ𝜌 =
𝜌𝑖𝑛 − 𝜌𝑒𝑥 between external and internal regions.
The total bending for a thin plate with supported edges is given by:
Δ𝜌

(5+𝜈𝑃 )𝑎2

𝑤(𝑎, 𝑡, 𝑟) = 64𝐷(𝑡) (𝑎2 − 𝑟 2 ) (

1+𝜈𝑃

− 𝑟 2)

Eq. 11

where
𝐷(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑚 𝑡 3 ⁄12(1 − 𝜈𝑃 2 )

Eq. 12

is the flexural rigidity, 𝜈𝑃 = 0.2 and 𝐸𝑚 = 64 × 109 N/m2 are the Borofloat Poisson ratio and Young’s
module, respectively. The maximum bending (𝑟 =0) obtained with Eq. 11 for supported edges is about 4
times bigger than the one for the condition with clamped edges.
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Figure 13: Bending of thin circular plate with clamped (a) and supported (b) edges. (from [17]).
In Figure 14 we report the calculated glass bending with 𝜌𝑖𝑛 =10 bar (Δ𝜌 = 10 Pascal) for a thin plate of
thickness 200 µm and a=200 µm (red), 500 µm (blue), 1 mm (green) and 1.75 mm (black), respectively.
The maximum bending at the center of the glass plate ranges from 2 nm at a=200 µm up to 12 µm for
a=1.75 mm. These values of a are the ones we choose as diameters of confining chambers in the cavity
microcells. In order to avoid cylindrical lensing effects, we have designed round cavities to have a
spherical symmetric bending. While the pressure induced bending corresponds to an effective change in
cavity length and consequent resonant laser frequency, a change of about 0.5 GHz/nm, we expect this
effect not to significantly change the pseudo collimated Gaussian mode of the planar cavity probe beam.

Figure 14: Glass substrate bending for 200 µm thickness and a=200 µm (red), 500 µm (blue), 1 mm (green)
and 1.75 mm (black), respectively.
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Design and fabrication of planar cavity microcells

Based on the parameter optimization described in Section 3, we have developed different designs of
microcells, currently under fabrication by macQsimal leading partner CSEM.

4.1 Designs of planar cavity microcell
In Figure 15 we show the 4 designs of Silicon masks etched with 4, 9, 20 and 40 cavities, respectively. A
large reservoir, with an area of 8mm x 8mm, is designed to enclose enough rubidium azide in liquid
solution (up to 10 μl), which is then activated by UV illumination to get Rb vapour and N2 buffer gas with
high pressure. The thickness of these Si masks, as well as the Borofloat substrates, is 200 µm. Multiple
physics chambers, i.e., microcavities, are meant to perform a gradiometer measurement with sub-mm
baseline. At the same time, due to total variation thickness of the wafers, some cavities may have a
different length as well as better finesse. Having multiple cavities increases the chances to get high finesse
and a cavity length close to the theoretical value of 600 µm.

Figure 15: Designs of microcells with 4, 9, 20 and 40 cavities, respectively.
In Figure 16 we show the top view of the Si masks. The cavity diameter for the 4 designs is 3.5 mm, 2 mm,
1mm and 400 µm, for the 4 (a), 9 (b), 20 (c) and 40 (d) cavities designs, respectively. Three meanders with
200 µm width connect the large reservoir to the physics chambers, while secondary channels of 50 µm
width connect the main channels to the physics chambers in the designs (c) and (d). Finally, design (d)
also includes a physics rectangular channel, with 200 µm width, instead of round cavities as in all other
designs.
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Figure 16: Top view. The reservoir is the squared area, while the round cavities are the physics chambers.

4.2 Fabrication steps
In Figure 17 we describe the fabrication steps of the cavity microcells, based on MEMS techniques,
developed by macQsimal leading partner CSEM [18]. The fabrication process includes:
a) performing an anodic bonding between a first Borofloat® glass and a middle layer made of an
etchable silicon material;
b) machining by wet etching the middle layer to define the different confining chambers, reservoir
and connecting channels, wherein non-etched portions of the middle layer define the abovementioned intermediate partition and contour walls laterally demarcating the confining
chambers, and thus providing the illustrated pre-form;
c) filing the reservoir with a solution comprising an alkali metal compound, for example RbN3,
dissolved in at least one of its solvents, and evaporating said at least one solvent;
d) after water evaporation of those solvents, performing an anodic bonding between the filled
preform, specifically between an upper face of the intermediate etched substrate, and a second
Borofloat® glass substrate;
e) activation of the alkali compound, e.g., Rb and N2, is performed. For example, Rb vapour and high
pressure of buffer gas is released by UV illumination [18];
f)

the outer surface of the top Borofloat® glass substrate is coated with the desired reflectance for
probe and pump beam (high reflectance for probe and high transmittance for the pump);

g) the outer surface of the bottom Borofloat® glass substrate is coated with the desired reflectance
for probe and pump beam (high reflectance for probe and high transmittance for the pump);
The outer surfaces reflectance for the probe light can range between 90% and 99.99%, depending
on the desired trade-off between finesse and residual absorption as well as on the measurement
method, in transmission or reflection. The pump transmittance is 50% or higher, a partial
reflection can be an advantage for full atomic polarization.
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h)
Figure 17: Fabrication steps of MEMS cavity microcells including final optical coating.

4.3 Coating of the microcells

Figure 18: Cavity finesse versus laser-side reflectivity R1 at 780 nm, with the far side coating fixed at
R2=99.9% (Red), or R2=99.8% (Black), to account for the 0.1% tolerance. By referring to Figure 3, the
objective of the special coating on the outer surfaces of the microcells is to get high transmittivity at
795 nm, the pump beam wavelength, and high reflectivity at 780 nm, the probe beam wavelength, so
that the microcell will also be an optical cavity for the probe beam, to enhance the light-matter
interaction as well as the optical depth. While a coating with such step edge between two close
wavelengths is not commercially available, we got a quote from the company Laseroptik to perform the
experimental coating. The simulated performance of the coating is shown in Figure 19.
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In Figure 18 we report the important figure of merit, the cavity finesse, versus the reflectivity R1 at
780 nm, when the backside coating is fixed to R2=99.9% (Red), or R2=99.8% (Black), given a 0.1%
tolerance. These two curves mainly overlap while the change in R1 has a much bigger effect on Finesse.

Figure 19: Best effort transmission for coating T1 vs wavelength. Parameters as in Figure 18, green line.
The green vertical line corresponds to the condition simulated by Laseroptik, close to the R1=97.8% at
780 nm (Finesse=270), while the blue vertical lines (enclosing the light-blue spread region) correspond to
the worst-case scenario with either R1=76% or R1=99%. The latter deviation would give a finesse up to
500. The goal of the experimental coating is to have a cavity finesse between 100 and 500 at 780 nm
probe light, while at the same time have a transmission close to 90% at 795 nm pump light.

5
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